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(from left to right)

**Row 1**  
Leslie Crary  
David Russell  
Neal Hartsough  
Jane Millikan  
Kifflie "Kiff" Scott  
Alexandra Cohn  
Sandi-Jo Malmon

**Row 2**  
Eric Aberbach  
Marianne Neuman  
Andrew "Andy" Stoloff  
Jonathan "Jon" Shapiro  
Nancy Ferlow  
Monica "Nickie" Bock  
Mary Ellen Spencer Goree  
Diana Amos

**Row 3**  
Anita Belofsky  
Elizabeth "Liz" Goodman  
Kevin Broun  
Donald "Don" Tucker  
Brandon Burnette  
Peter Schaktman  
Melissa Cook  
Geneele Crump

**Row 4**  
Virginia "Ginny" Hull Hartline  
Valerie Makin  
Will Weigler  
Steven Herrine  
Lucia Miller  
Michelle Bushey  
Mary Lynn Bundy  
Marjorie "Margie" Marenberg  
Carol Silverman-Kurtz